The problem of extracting all association rules from within a binary database is well-known. Existing methods may involve multiple passes of the database, and cope badly with densely-packed database records because of the combinatorial explosion in the number of sets of attributes which must be considered. We present a new class of methods which use a single pass of the database to perform a partial computation of the totals required, and to store these partial totals in a structure which facilitates computation of the nal totals. We describe generic algorithms for computing these totals for which storage and performance characteristics are examined. The method opens the way to a number of strategies for practical implementations, for which heuristics are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
A well-established approach to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) involves the identi cation of association rules 1] within a database. An association rule is a probabilistic relationship, of the form A!B, between sets of database attributes, which is inferred empirically from examination of records in the database. In the simplest case, the attributes are boolean, and the database takes the form of a set of records each of which reports the presence or absence of each of the attributes in that record. The paradigmatic example is in supermarket shopping-basket analysis. In this case, each record in the database is a representation of a single shopping transaction, recording the set of all items purchased in that transaction. The discovery of an association rule, PQR!XY , for example, is equivalent to an assertion that \shoppers who purchase items P, Q and R are also likely to purchase items X and Y". This kind of relationship is potentially of considerable interest for marketing and planning purposes.
More generally, assume a set I of n boolean attributes, fa 1 ; ; a n g. and a database table each record of which contains some subset of these attributes, which may equivalently be recorded as a n-bit vector reporting the presence or absence of each attribute. An association rule R is of the form A!B, where A, B are disjoint subsets of the attribute set I. The support for the rule R is the number of database records which contain A B (often expressed as a proportion of the total number of records). The con dence in the rule R is the ratio: support for R support for A These two properties, support and con dence, provide the empirical basis for derivation of the inference expressed in the rule. In practical investigations, it is usual to regard these rules as \interesting" only if the support and con dence exceed some threshold values. Since the con dence in a rule can be determined immediately once the relevant support values for the rule and its antecedent are computed, the problem essentially resolves to a search for all subsets of I for which the support exceeds the required threshold. Such subsets are referred to as \large", \frequent", or \interesting" sets.
In this paper we present a new class of methods for computing support-counts for all sets of attributes within a database. The methods use a single pass of the database to perform a partial calculation of support totals and to organise the data into a structure which facilitates completion of the computation. We describe algorithms for computing support-counts in this way, examine storage requirements and performance characteristics, and describe heuristics for practical implementation policies.
RELATED WORK
For a database of n attributes, to compute support counts for all 2 n subsets of I is likely to be infeasible, so practicable algorithms proceed in general by computing support-counts only for those sets which are identi ed as potentially interesting. To assist in identifying these candidate sets, observe that the subsets of the attribute set may be represented as a lattice. One form of this is shown as Figure 1 , for a set of four attributes, fA; B; C; Dg.
For any set of attributes to be interesting, i.e. to have support exceeding the required threshold level, it is necessary for all its subsets also to be interesting. For example, a necessary (although not su cient) condition for ABC to be an interesting set is that AB, AC and BC are all interesting, which in turn requires that each of A, B and C are supported at the required level. This observation provides a basis for pruning the lattice of subsets to reduce the search space; if, for example, it is known that D is not supported, then it is no longer necessary to consider AD, BD, CD, ABD, ACD, BCD or ABCD.
The best-known algorithm, \Apriori" 2], proceeds essentially by breadth-rst traversal of this lattice, starting with the single attributes in I. Repeated passes of the database are performed, on each of which a candidate set C k of attribute sets is examined. The members of C k are all those sets of k attributes which remain in the search space. Initially, the set C 1 consists of the individual attributes in I. The kth cycle of the algorithm then rst performs a pass over the database to compute the support for all members of C k , and from this, produces the set L k of interesting sets of size k. This is then used to derive the candidate sets C k+1 , using the \downward closure" property, that all the subsets of any member of C k+1 must be members of L k . Other algorithms, AIS 1] and SETM 3], have the same general form but di er in the way the candidate sets are derived.
Two aspects of the performance of these algorithms are of concern: the number of passes of the database that are required, which will in general be one greater than the number of attributes in the largest interesting set, and the size of the candidate sets which may be generated, especially in the early cycles of the algorithm. The number of database passes can be reduced by strategies which begin by examining subsets of the database. The Partition algorithm 6] divides the database into a number of non-overlapping partitions of equal size, and proceeds in two passes. In the rst pass, each partition is taken in turn, and all the locally frequent sets, for which the support exceeds the required (proportional) threshold within at least one partition, are computed. The set L of locally frequent sets is a superset of the set of all (globally) frequent sets, and becomes the search space in a second full pass of the database, in which the support-counts of all its members are computed.
An alternative approach, also using a subset of the database, is described by Toivonen 7] . In this method, a single sample of the database is taken from which is derived a candidate set for the full database search. To ensure (with high probability) that this candidate set contains all the actual frequent sets, two devices are used. Firstly, the support threshold is lowered when the database sample is processed, leading to a candidate set S which is a superset of the actual (locally) frequent set. Secondly, the set is further extended by adding its negative border, i.e. those sets that are not members of S, but all of whose subsets are included in S. This extended set is used as the candidate set for a full database pass, which, if no members of the negative border are found to be frequent, completes the search.
The drawback of these methods is that the candidate set derived is necessarily a superset of the actual set of frequent sets, so again the search space may become very large, especially with densely packed database records. This has led researchers to look for methods which Figure 1 . An exhaustive depth-rst traversal is, of course, computationally infeasible for large n. Zaki et al 4] address this issue by partitioning the lattice, using clusters of associated attributes. Each cluster generates a subset of the lattice, for which a number of traversal methods are described. However, the approach depends critically on the ability to partition the attributes into relatively small clusters. Also, the clustering algorithms generally begin by computing L 2 , which in itself involves a pass of the database and signi cant computation.
Bayardo's 5] Max-Miner algorithm also searches for maximal sets, using Rymon's set enumeration framework 8] to order the search space as a tree. Max-Miner reduces the search space by pruning the tree to eliminate both supersets of infrequent sets and subsets of frequent sets. Max-Miner copes better with dense datasets than the other algorithms described, but at the cost of multiple database passes.
PARTIAL SUPPORT
The algorithms described above all depend to some degree on a reduction of the search space of candidates for support to a number which can be retained in memory and counted feasibly. In most cases, each pass of the database proceeds by examining each record to identify all the members of the candidate set that are subsets of the record. This can be computationally expensive, especially when records are densely populated, i.e. when the average number of attributes present in a record is high. In principle, however, it is possible to reduce this cost by exploiting the relationships between sets of attributes illustrated in the lattice. For example, in the simplest case, a record containing the attribute set ABD will cause incrementation of the support-counts for each of the sets ABD, AB, AD, BD, A, B and D. Strictly, however, only the rst of these is necessary, since a level of support for all the subsets of ABD can be inferred from the support-count of ABD.
Let i be a subset of the set I (where I is the set of n attributes represented by the database). We de ne P i , the partial support for the set i, to be the number of records whose contents are identical with the set i. Then T i , the total support for the set i, can be determined as:
T i = X P j (8j; j i)
This allows us to postulate an exhaustive algorithm for computing all (total) supports:
Algorithm A1: Stage 1: for all records j in database do begin add 1 to P(j) end; Stage 2: for all distinct j found in database do begin for all i j do begin add P(j) to T(i) end end For a database of m records, the algorithm performs m support-count incrementations in a single pass (stage 1), to compute a total of m 0 partial supports, for some m 0 m. Stage 2 involves, for each of these, a further 2 i additions, where i is the number of attributes present in the set being considered. If the database contains no duplicate records, then the method will be less e cient than an exhaustive computation which enumerates subsets of each record as it is examined. Computing via summation of partial supports will be superior, however, in two cases. Firstly, when n is small (2 n m), then stage 2 involves the summation of a set of counts which is signi cantly smaller than a summation over the whole database, especially if the database records are densely-populated. Secondly, even for large n, if the database contains a high degree of duplication (m 0 m) then the stage 2 summation will be signi cantly faster than a full database pass.
STORAGE ORGANISATION
Computing partial supports as described above allows us, in one pass of the database, to capture all the relevant information in a form which enables e cient computation of the totals we need, exploiting the structural relationships inherent in the lattice of partial supports, and taking advantage of the duplication of records which we expect to be a signi cant feature of many databases. Consider again the lattice of Figure 1 . An idealised version of our method would involve, in stage 1, incrementing a count at a unique position on this structure, then, in stage 2, summation through all the sublattices. This computation, of course, implies a storage requirement of order 2 n , which will in general be infeasible. For large n, we require a more conservative means of storing the counts. tree contains all the supersets of the root node which follow the root node in lexicographic order.
Using this tree as a storage structure for support-counts in stage 1 of the algorithm is straightforward and computationally e cient: locating the required position on the tree for any set of attributes requires at most n steps. We may go further, however, and begin to take advantage of the structural relationships implied by the tree to begin the computation of total supports. This is because, in locating a node on the tree, the traversal will pass through a number of nodes which are subsets of the target node. In doing so, it is inexpensive to accumulate interim support-counts at these nodes. A (stage 1) algorithm for this has the following form:
for all records j in database do starting at root node of tree: begin if j node then increment Q(node); if j = node then exit else if j node then recurse to child node else recurse to next sibling; end This algorithm will, in stage 1, compute interim support-counts Q i for each subset i of I, where Q(i) is de ned thus: Q i = X P j (8j; j i; j follows i in lexicographic order) 6 It then becomes possible to compute total support using the equation: Note also that it may often be possible to determine whether the support for a set exceeds the required threshold without completing this calculation. For example,
T(AD) = Q(AD) + P(ACD) + P(ABD) + P(ABCD) Q(AD) + Q(AC) + Q(AB)
If the sum expressed in this inequality is less than the required threshold value, then it will not be necessary to continue summing items from the subtrees headed AC and AB. This observation allows us to envisage possible \lazy" strategies for identifying interesting sets e ciently.
Even though storage in tree form avoids the heavy structural overheads implied by lattice storage, storage of the complete tree still has a requirement of order 2 n . We can avoid this, however, by observing that for large n it is likely that most of the subsets i will be unrepresented in the database and will therefore not contribute to the partial-count summation. A version of algorithm A2 to exploit this builds the tree dynamically as records are processed, storing partial totals only for records which appear in the database. Nodes are created only when a new subset i is encountered in the database, or when two siblings i and j share a leading subset which is not already represented. The latter provision is necessary to maintain the structure of the tree as it grows. The formulae for computing total supports still apply, and we need only to sum interim supports that are present in the tree.
Building the tree dynamically implies a storage requirement of order m rather than 2 n . This will be reduced further, perhaps substantially, if the database contains a high incidence of duplicates. Although this avoids the exponential complexity of storage requirements and computation time implied by exhaustive computation, the requirements for large n, however, may still exceed memory space available. We present heuristics to address this in the next section.
IMPLEMENTATION HEURISTICS
The interim support calculation of algorithm A2 computes the support for a subset from within the subtree of which it is the root. Note that for sets early in the lexicographic order, most of the support calculation is completed at this stage; in particular, for the attributes of Figure 2 , support for the sets A, AB, ABC and ABCD will be counted totally in stage 1 of the summation.
We can increase the proportion of the summation which is completed in stage 1 by a partitioning of the tree. For example, it would be possible to separate the tree of gure 2 into four subtrees, rooted at the nodes A, B, C and D, and for stage 1 of the algorithm (A2) to accumulate interim supports within each of these subtrees independently. In this case, a record containing the set ABD, for example, would increment the support-counts for ABD within the A-tree, BD within the B-tree, and D within the (single-node) Dtree. The advantage of this is that completion of the summation, to obtain total supports, can also be carried out independently within each of the subtrees used for the interim summation, rather than across the whole structure.
More generally, suppose our attribute-set I = fa 1 ; ; a n g is partitioned into a disjoint set of subsets, retaining the original order; i.e each subset i may be a single attribute, or a sequence of attributes from within the original ordering. Corresponding to each subset i we will de ne a set-enumeration tree, labelled with i. For this, the following generic algorithm may be described: Algorithm The algorithm is generic in two respects. Firstly, the degree of partitioning is unde ned, so that, at one extreme, only one tree is used, representing the full attribute-set: in this case, the algorithm corresponds to A2. Conversely, separate trees may be de ned for each attribute of I. Secondly, the procedures used to increment interim support-counts in stage 1, and subsequently to complete the computation in stage 2, are essentially orthogonal to this algorithm. In particular, it is possible to apply either the exhaustive algorithm A1 or the interim-support algorithm A2 to the computation of supports within the trees de ned for A3, or indeed to use other storage structures and counting procedures. In general, each \tree" may in fact be any storage organisation within which partial supports for a class of subsets are counted.
Consider the case in which separate trees are de ned for each attribute. The size of the set-enumeration tree required for attribute a i is 2 n?i . However, if the support-count a a a n a a a a a a a a n a n-1 a n a n-1 a n-2 a n-1 a n -2 a a n-2 a n-1 a Figure 3 : Partitioned support-count tree storage is conservative, i.e. counts are accumulated only for the sets of attributes j 0 that are encountered as the database is examined, then the storage for the a i tree will be of order m 0 , where m 0 the number of records in the database which contain a i (again, reduced by the existence of duplicates). Thus, the storage requirement for each tree is less than or equal to min f2 n?i , T a i g
Partitioning the tree in this way allows us (in one pass) to organise the data into sets each of which can be processed independently and may be small enough to be retained in central memory . Figure 3 represents a set of attributes partitioned in this way. Observe also that at the high-order end of this organisation, i.e. values of i close to n, the 2 n?i limit becomes computable. Thus, for large i, the appropriate storage regime may be a complete array of subset-counts, using the exhaustive algorithm A1 for e cient counting. Conversely, for small i, the conceptual support-count tree is large but sparse, enabling us to employ a conservative storage method such as A2 which will record only those sets that are encountered.
The gain from this approach can be maximised by applying an ordering heuristic also used by Bayardo 5] . Suppose that the order of frequency of each attribute is known, at least approximately. Then, if we order I so that a 1 is the least common attribute, through to a n , the most common, then the most common attributes will be clustered at the high-order end of the structure of Figure 3 , at which e cient exhaustive computation is feasible. Conversely, the sparseness of storage at the low-order end of the structure is increased, enabling a number of conservative storage strategies to be considered.
Essentially, this method is a combination of two heuristics: 1. For combinations of a small set of very frequent attributes, the exhaustive computation of total supports from partial supports using algorithm A1 is e cient. 2. For less frequent sets of attributes, a partitioning of the database corresponding to branches of the set enumeration tree can be done in a single pass. Each resulting partition will contain at most T a i records, and can subsequently be processed independently. Algorithms using this approach may therefore be categorised as 1+ pass. In one full pass of the database, computation of support for the commonest attributes is completed, while at the same time the database is reorganised into partitions to facilitate consideration of less common attributes. Because each of these partitions contains a relatively small fraction of the database, it may become possible to carry out all the stage 2 summations, for each partition in turn, within main memory. A further advantage is that, as the most common attributes have been processed separately, many of the remaining database partitions may contain relatively few frequent sets. For example, it may be that within the a 1 -partition of Figure 3 , the only set reaching the support threshold is the root node, a 1 itself. This likelihood allows us to consider various alternative heuristic storage and evaluation strategies for dealing with these partitions e ciently. For example, the a 1 \tree" may in fact be most conveniently stored as a simple unordered set of records which is processed subsequently with the expectation that it will contain only a few short combinations that are frequent.
CONCLUSIONS
Almost all existing methods for computing association rules involve the prior de nition of candidate sets for support which are then computed, usually via multiple passes of a disk-resident database. These methods tend to perform badly when dealing with database records that are densely packed, because of the explosion in the number of candidate sets generated. We have presented a new class of algorithms which essentially use the records found in the database to construct candidates for support. The method uses a single pass of the database to perform a partial computation of all support-counts, and also to organise these counts into a structure which facilitates an e cient piecewise computation of the nal supports. The storage requirement of the method is linearly related to the number of database records, and will be reduced, perhaps signi cantly, if the database contains duplicate records. A number of practical strategies can be envisaged for managing the storage of the partial support counts while the database is being processed. The nal summation can be performed separately on each branch of the support-count tree, and, again, various strategies for reducing the computation required at this stage are possible, taking advantage of the information contained in the tree ordering. At present, only smallscale experiments have been carried out to validate the approach, but we plan to implement e cient versions of the method which will cope e ectively with large and dense databases, and to investigate the performance of various implementation heuristics in di erent cases.
